California Proposition 65 Affected Products List

The HPC products listed below are required to have a Proposition 65 warning when selling or shipping to California. Currently there are two Proposition 65 warnings applicable to HPC product: one for Lead in brass; another for potential risk of Carbon Monoxide (CO) exposure. The warning labels will be applied to the packaging (Lead warning only) or directly to the product (CO warning only) at our factory. **The Dealers / Distributors that buy product in bulk (master cartons) then repackage, sell and ship these products individually to California are required to apply the proper label(s).**

**Proposition 65 Warning for Lead content - brass components:**

The products requiring the Lead warning are either a brass component (valve, orifice or fitting) or contain a brass component(s) that have a Lead content above the threshold for California. This required Proposition 65 Warning must be displayed on: a) the product packaging; b) your website page for this product and c) a posted sign / tag at the point of display in California stores. Please see link below for more details.

![WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.](image)

**Proposition 65 Warning for risk of Carbon Monoxide (CO) - Appliances, Burner w/ Valve Kits and Burners:**

The products requiring the Carbon Monoxide warning are items that include a burner (fire pit appliances, burner w/ valve kits and individual burners) that present the risk for Carbon Monoxide exposure. This required Proposition 65 Warning must be displayed on: a) the product; b) website page for this product and c) a posted sign / tag at the point of display in California stores. Please see link below for more details.

![WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Carbon Monoxide (CO), which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.](image)

**California Stores:** Consumer product exposure warnings will need to be provided at retail. Like the above warnings on the products, the consumer must be made aware of environmental exposure. This can be achieved using a warning sign at all public entrances and a product-specific warning sign or shelf tag for the consumer product at each point of display of the product.

**E-Commerce:** If you are conducting internet sales of products that contain known chemicals as identified through Proposition 65, you must provide by including either the warning or a clearly marked hyperlink using the word “WARNING” on the product display page, or by otherwise prominently displaying the warning to the purchaser prior to their completing the purchase.